INTRODUCTION
With the recent development in speech synthesis and recognition technologies [1] [2] [3] , voice based human-computerinteraction (HCI) has been extensively used in a variety of applications such as word processing [4] , medical, biomedical [5] and telephony [6] areas. Using voice input and accurate speech recognition, routine operations can be efficiently executed with intuitive voice commands, and the ease of use of a system can be improved.
The integration of human voice into a Computer-Aided Design (CAD) system has been investigated for decades [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Among these efforts, simple voice commands were first used to construct and manipulate primitive solid models, for instance block constructions or object rotations. The vocabulary used was rather restrictive initially, and the roles that voice interaction played were limited. In these systems, voice was mostly used in combination with other means of interactions, for instance, data gloves [7, 8, 11, 12] and eye trackers [12] were used to cooperate with voice to perform solid modeling operations. Voice-enabled CAD (VeCAD) systems capable of designing complex solid models have been reported recently, where voice is no longer considered as an auxiliary mean of interactions, but rather can undertake a majority of tasks [13] [14] [15] [16] such as command firing and object dimensioning.
It is generally believed that voice based interaction can improve design efficiencies and promote the overall productivities of a CAD system. However, it is often implicit or unclear, to what degrees can the efficiencies be boosted in comparison with the direct (i.e. mouse and keyboard based) interactions.
This paper is motivated to quantitatively evaluate on the performance enhancement using a voice-enabled CAD system. The idea is to use the mouse movement as a quantitative measure, and compare their location distributions using and without using voice in the CAD modeling process. The same model construction tasks are separately conducted using the VeCAD and traditional CAD system. A mouse tracker is designed to keep a record of all the mouse movement during a solid modeling process. A quadtree based mouse trajectory analysis approach is then proposed to efficiently query the mouse trajectory distributions.
II. QUADTREE BASED MOUSE TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS

A. Problem statement
The problem under investigation is to get the quantitative statistics of the mouse movement in typical solid modeling processes, where voice based interactions are either enabled or disabled. In our voice-enabled CAD system [13, 14] , voice is used to activate 500+ commonly used modeling commands such as sketching, dimensioning and feature generation. The VeCAD is designed to free designers from tedious command searching via menu clicks, which is increasingly arduous if a complex CAD system with a large number of commands is used.
Specifically, the following queries of mouse movement are of particular interest:
1. How many times is the mouse moved to a particular location (x, y)?
2. To accomplish a CAD modeling task, how many mouse moves are used solely to activate a CAD command?
3. To what degree can voice reduce the mouse movement and improve the performance?
In order to compare the physical performance with and without using voice interaction in a solid modeling process, a mouse tracker is developed to monitor the mouse movement. When a solid modeling process finishes, the mouse positions are serialized to a data file, in the form of a coordinate list L={(x i , y i )}, 1≤ i ≤ n, where n is the total number of mouse locations. To answer the aforementioned questions, directly looping through all the points {(x i , y i )} and then accumulating the count of mouse cursor occurrence at specific locations is, of course, a feasible and intuitive way; however the computation overhead is generally expensive, and the above query usually takes O(n) time. Using a quadtree structure, however, the same task can be accomplished in O (log n) time.
B. Quadtree construction
A quadtree is an efficient data structure to store and query spatially distributive data. It recursively participate the domain of interest into four quadrants and the data storage can be allocated as requested dynamically. Compared with the uniform image-like data arrays, the memory consumption is much lower.
A quadtree structure can be constructed by reading the data in the file and sequentially inserting a quadtree node each time until the entire coordinate list is populated. The structure of a quadtree node is illustrated in Fig. 1 and each node contains:
• A coordinate (x, y) indicating where the mouse cursor is located.
• An integer variable "count" showing how many times the mouse has been located at (x, y).
• And four sub-nodes, namely the sub1, sub2, sub3 and sub4 as shown in Fig.1 
(b).
(a) (b) Figure 1 The proposed quadtree node structure.
For a given node N, its sub-nodes are designed to satisfy the constraints shown in Fig. 2 . For instance, the coordinates of By the above definition, a quadtree can be used to partition a 2D space by recursively subdividing it into four quadrants or sub-regions. The construction of a quadtree is essentially based on the same principle as the building of a binary search tree [17] . Given the mouse coordinate list L={(x i , y i )}, its quadtree representation can be constructed using the algorithm shown in Fig. 3 . 2) Insert point B into the sub1 node of A, as both the x and y coordinates of Point B are bigger than those of A.
3) Similarly insert Point C(2,8) into sub2 node of A, which corresponds to the case ○ 3 in Fig 3. 4) Insert Point D(4,3) into sub3 Node of A, as the case ○ 4 in Fig 3; insert Point D(8, 2) into sub4 Node of A, as the case ○ 5 in Fig 3; 5) For Point E(1,7), it should be inserted into the branch rooted by the node C(2,8) as its coordinates and the root node's coordinates match the case ○ 3 in the Fig. 3 . Again, the above process is recursively called to conduct the second level comparison. As the x coordinate of Point E (which is 1) is smaller than that of Point C (which is 2), and the y coordinate of Point E (i.e. 7) is smaller than that of Point C ( i.e. 8), therefore the case ○ 4 in Fig. 3 is met, and the Point E(1,7) is then inserted into the third quadrant (sub3) of the Point C, as shown in Fig. 4. 6) Similarly the Point F to Point K are sequntially inserted into the quadtree.
7)
As Point L is same as Point A, Point M is same as Point C, which indicates that the case ○ 1 in Fig. 3 is met, so instead of inserting new quadtree node, we simply increment the varible "count" in respective Nodes, therefore the count of node A and node C are both "2", as shown in Fig. 4 . 
C. Quadtree based mouse trajectory analysis
In a general setting, all the problems raised in Section II A can be formulated into or amount to the following problem: given a quadtree representation of the mouse positions, get the count/cardinality of the point set P in a region/block S:
where l (left), r (right), b (bottom) and t (top) are the bounding range of block S. For instance, a typical query might be "How many points are there in the block bounded by 200 ≤ X ≤ 300 and 100 ≤ Y ≤ 400?"
To get the point count of the set P, we need to traverse the quadtree following specific logics. Denote the function to accomplish this as search(x 0 , x 1 , y 0 , y 1 , N) , which returns the number of points in the tree branch root by the Node N, where x 0 , x 1 , y 0 , and y 1 are the bounding limits of the block, and N is the quadtree node under interrogation. The quadtree traversal problem is essentially to get the output of the function search(l, r, t, b, Node), where Node stands for the root node of a quadtree.
Depending on the node's relative positions (Node.x, Node.y) with block S's locations, there are nine possible configurations as illustrated in Fig. 5 . Fig. 5 .
1) Both corrdinates of the Node are in the block S's range, i.e. the Node is completely inside block S, as shown in the regions I in
2) The Node is outside block S, as shown in the regions II, III, IV and V in Fig. 5 .
3) Only one of the corrdinates of the Node, either x or y, is in the block S's bounding range, for instance, the regions VI, VII, IX and XIII in Fig. 5 . Suppose the block S is in the location of case II in Fig. 5 , and the root node is completely outside S, that is:
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According to the properties of the quadtree representation, it is also known that:
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Node.sub3. Node.
Node.sub4. Node.
Combining (2) and (3), it is easy to see that the sub2, sub3 and sub4 nodes and all their children nodes are outside block S (because of violation of (1)). In other words, to count the points inside the block S, we can further confine the search within the branch rooted by sub1 only, and there is no need to traverse the entire quadtree instead, as shown in case II in Tab. I. This significantly limits the searching space and saves the required computation resources. The merit of such a property is not only limited at the root node, and is in fact applicable to the nodes at all hierarchies. The same process can be repeated until the leaf nodes at specific branches are interrogated. Tab. I lists all the possible cases of recursive calls to the search function, which avoids brute-force quadtree node traversals. 
As special cases of the search within a block/region, if the query is concerned with only one of the coordinates, then the block search/query degenerates to a search/query within a barlike region, and (1) turns to be (4) or (5):
In this circumstance, the conditions to be checked in Tab. I are further reduced in a half, and the possible nine configurations also reduce to three.
III. CASE STUDIES
Based on the proposed approach discussed earlier, we have constructed three nontrivial solid models (from SolidWorks tutorials) using both the VoiceCAD and traditional CAD modelers, as shown in Fig. 7 .
Model (III) Figure 6 Three non-trivial solids modeled with and without using voice based interactions.
Two groups of experiments are conducted. The 1 st query is to get the count of mouse locations which fall inside the menu and toolbar areas and the searching block is the region bounded by 0 ≤ x ≤ 1440, 0 ≤ y ≤ 110; the 2 nd query provides the count of mouse occurrence in the "property manager page" (0 ≤ x ≤ 190, 125 ≤ y ≤ 775), as shown in Fig. 8 . These experiments are conducted on the PC with 2.5G memory and Intel 1.6GHz CPU, and the resolution of the screen is set to 1440 X 900. The above mouse trajectory analysis is separately conducted on the three models, and the statistics are listed in Tab. I and Tab II. Figure 8 Time consumptions for mouse distribution statistics in the toolbar region A.
As is seen from the tables, the mouse movement is significantly reduced when voice is enabled to fire CAD modeling commands, with a total 48.3%, 50.2% and 57.4% reduction for model (I), (II) and (III) respectively.
When voice is disabled, 20.4%, 14.9% and 11.9% of the mouse movement is located in the toolbar area for the construction of the CAD model (I), (II) and (III), whereas these data are 3.3%, 1.2% and 1.1% when voice is enabled. There are still few mouse occurrences in the toolbar area as the speech recognition is not completely accurate, and several commands are activated with mouse clicks in exceptional cases.
In the property manage pane, 24.4%, 22.5% and 15.8% of the total mouse movements occur there for model (I), (II) and (III) when voice interaction is disabled, and when voice is enabled, these figures are 15.1%, 13% and 4.3%. There is no significant improvement in mouse movement saving in this region, as currently the modeling parameters are not fully configurable with voice commands, and mixed mouse/voice interactions are used. The data in Tab. I and Tab. II are derived using the proposed quadtree based approach, and for comparison purposes, we also carried out the same analysis using the traditional brute-force approaches which require traversal of all the points in the data files. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 illustrate the time consumptions to get these statistics in the region A and B respectively. The vertical axis is the total time consumption (in microseconds) of 10, 000 queries, and the same data queries are repeatedly conducted ten times, as shown in the horizontal axis. It can be seen that the proposed approach is more efficient than the traditional approaches.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
This paper proposes a quadtree based approach to analyze the mouse movement distributions in our VoiceCAD system. The mouse tracker keeps a record of all the mouse movement during the solid modeling process. A quadtree based approach is then applied to analyze the mouse trajectory distributions in both the traditional CAD and the VoiceCAD system. Our experiments show that the mouse movement is significantly reduced when voice command is used to activate CAD modeling commands.
